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One often overlooked factor in the transfer of
learning is how negative perceptions can
prevent learners from using new skills and
knowledge in the workflow.
Even when learners have been fully equipped
with the skills needed to implement learning,
and they buy into the need to apply them, there
can still exist psychological barriers that inhibit
application. This paper examines what those
barriers are, why they endure, and how to
overcome them.
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General psychological barriers to the
implementation of learning
There are certain types of learning that
although are easy to grasp and have
obvious positive outcomes for the
business, pose serious application issues.

The top 5 soft skills companies need most in 2019

1. Creativity
2. Persuasion
3. Collaboration
4. Adaptability

To highlight that, and in some way make it relevant to recent
trends in learning needs, lets consider which 21st century
skills organizations are saying their employees need to
develop, shown opposite. By no means is this an exhaustive
list, but what it does suggest quite well is that not only should
learners focus on soft skills, but that those skills will require
something of a leap into the unknown.

5. Time Management
Source: LinkedIn Learning

Put more succinctly, when people are asked to change their
natural approach to become more persuasive or collaborative
they have to overcome some of the negative perceptions they
have about change before change can be made.
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General psychological barriers to the
implementation of learning
There have been a number of studies done on
the phenomenon of psychological barriers to the
implementation of learning.
Most have focused on how an organization’s culture might
impede application of skills. Others have taken a more
practical approach and examined the balance between
efforts made to design and deliver training versus efforts
made to transfer training.
One study relevant in this case is that of John W. Newstrom
(1), who examined the effect of transfer on management
development training. In it he describes how focusing efforts
on design and delivery places too much responsibility for

success directly on the shoulders of participants, which can
lead to a large loss of effectiveness in training programs. He
also lists the results of a survey that ranks the impediments
to transfer, a selection of which is shown here:
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of on the job reinforcement
Interference from the immediate environment
Non-supportive organizational climate
Separation from the trainer
Negative peer pressure

There are items on this list which can be defined as ‘culture’
or ‘climate’ issues that might not be affected by learning
design efforts. However, once this list is reflected on from the
view of the learner it becomes easier to imagine issues which
can be positively affected through learning design.

(1) Newstrom, JW (2007). Leveraging management development through the management of transfer. Journal of management development 5,5
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21st century skills and the perceptions
that inhibit application
With the emergence of AI and the drive towards
empowering the workforce through development
of 21st century soft skills comes the challenge of
applying those skills in the workplace.
One of those skills can be defined as the need to be more
creative. Creativity takes many forms and is quite often misassociated with being artistic. In fact creativity is used in the
workplace to mean things like problem solving, innovation,
and critical thinking.
The one big issue surrounding learning such things as
creativity skills is how to take what you learn and apply that to
your specific needs and situation.

Quite often psychological barriers get thrown up when a
learner reflects on how new creativity skills might be used
their specific context, perceives that adopting new skills leads
to failure, lacks confidence to include others, deprioritizes
new skills under pressure, and generally has a mental block
about applying new skills.
Our challenge is to think about how to overcome these
psychological barriers. One answer is to space learning and
embed application in the workflow.

Support application of learning between formal
spaced learning events
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Embedding learning transfer into the
workflow between learning events
In the solution below, we can see a participant’s journey through creativity training. The sequence plays
out over time from left to right, where learning transfer is done in cycles.
To make sure that participants get appropriate support to use learned skills in real work it’s essential to embed learning transfer
into the workflow as learning occurs to overcome psychological barriers. This has been proven to be more effective than frontloading learning and adding support after the learning events have finished. Here we can see learning divided up into modules
where a step up process is followed. After each step up the participants receive relevant support tools, email reminders and
telephone coaching. To frame the learning process managers and participants receive course information summaries and take part
in pre and post learning meetings to prepare for learning and to decide how to continue using new skills once learning is finished.
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Designing learning transfer that breaks
down negative perceptions
The main focus of the design on the previous
page is continuous application supported by
tools, coaching, and management.

Through this activity we increase the perception that support
is available and useful which reduces the skepticism that
application will be negatively received.

Really the emphasis is on demonstrating that through gradual
application the whole process doesn’t seem as daunting as
originally perceived.

During the learning cycles participants are given specific work
tasks to complete using their new skills, backed up with job
aids, reminders and coaching. This ongoing support
maintains a level of energy and enthusiasm, which
participants rarely sustain when left alone. In short, the
perception of support is as important as the support itself.

To get the ball rolling, participants must have real work and
application situations specified before training even begins.
To this end a participant and a manager decide what that
work is and the situations where it can be meaningfully
applied in a meeting before training starts. They should also
meet again after training is finished to review where learning
will be applied and what further support is needed.

Support, guidance, and encouragement lead to
higher levels of application
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